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Confronting Sexual Harassment 
Unit Plan Overview 

CONFRONTING SEXUAL HARASSMENT- a Middle School Mini-Unit 
Day 1 
Diagnostic Assessment:  Administer this the week before in order  to have time to assess it. Delete/add/change the curriculum to cover the 
weak areas or correct misinformation.  (See attached files for instructions to administer this assessment.) 

Day 2 
Lesson Plan:  Nature of the Beast  (HEB 337, HEB 336, HEB 135) 
Lesson description:  After discussing exactly what sexual harassment is as it pertains to middle schoolers, students have an opportunity to 
dispel misconceptions and display their current knowledge by playing a Tic Tac Know game about sexual harassment.  
 
Materials: Computer with Internet access and a display system. Bookmarker Weblink listed in Tic Tac Know PowerPoint (See attached file), 
Tic Tac Know questions (See attached file for teacher only), Student journals, Student Journal questions (See attached file.) 
 
Procedures:   

1. Begin by discussing the following questions.  Accept all answers at this time.   Inform students that the focus of 
      this unit is sexual harassment, what it is, and what to do if it happens to you.       

            A. What can you remember about the kinds of games that you played in elementary school? 
            B. Did these involve primarily boys, girls, or both? 
            C. How do physical changes in boys and girls at the middle and high school affect the way in which they talk and act  
                 toward each other? 

2. Tell students that they are going to play a game called Tic Tac Know to learn more about the nature of sexual harassment.  (Use the 
tic tac toe Website and Tic Tac Know PowerPoint in the attached files at this time.  The Tic Tac Know Questions in the attached file 
are for the teacher’s benefit only.  Instructions on how to play the game are included in the Tic Tac Know Question file.) 

3. When the game has ended, students should return to their seats and use the last 10 minutes to write in their journals.   The Journal 
Questions for each day are in an attached file. 

 
Assessment for day 1: Assess students’ verbal and non-verbal communication skills during the activity.  Note those who have difficulty and 
conference with them as necessary.  Assess student journals.  It will be necessary to read the Journal Question entries each afternoon to give 
feedback and correct any misinformation at the beginning of each day.  Suggested answers are included. A suggestion for color-coding (to 
make assessing quick and easy) is given in the Journal Questions file. Collect journals.  
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Day 3 
 
Lesson Plan: Sexual Harassment Mythology (HEB 337, HEB 336, HEB 332, HEB 331)) 
 
Description:  After reviewing the previously learned information from the Tic Tac Know Game, students learn about the ‘mythology’ of 
sexual harassment and false beliefs.  
 
Materials:  Strongly Agree, Agree, Uncertain, Disagree, Strongly Disagree signs (1 word on each) on 8x11 Paper, Go to Your Corner Game 
(See attached file)  
 
 
Procedures:   

1. Return student journals and review questions/answers.  Correct any misinformation. Ask students to see if they have any yellow dots 
in their journals and if so, would they raise their hands.  Allow students one at a time to read the statement/comment by the yellow 
dot. Briefly discuss this information making sure that students understand.  

2. Ask:  What is a myth? (something that is not true although it gets passed on as being true)  What might be a myth about boys? (all 
boys like sports)  What might be a myth about girls? (girls cry a lot)  Accept all answers and help students to see that myths are not 
true.  Relate that to sexual harassment myths. (if a girl/boy wants to be alone with you, she/he wants sexual attention.)  

3. Tell students that they will play a game based on sexual harassment myths called Go to Your Corner. (See attached files) 
4. Pull students back together and conclude by talking about the fact that they may be surprised that some myths are not true.  It is 

important to get the facts straight and reject myths about sexual harassment.   
5. Students should use the last 10 minutes to write in their journals.   The Journal Questions for each day are in an attached file. 

 
 
 
Assessment for day 2:  Assess students’ verbal and non-verbal communication skills during the activity.  Note those who have difficulty and 
conference with them as necessary.  Assess student journals.  It will be necessary to read the Journal Question entries each afternoon to give 
feedback and correct any misinformation at the beginning of each day.  Suggested answers are included. A suggestion for color-coding (to 
make assessing quick and easy) is given in the Journal Questions file. Collect journals.   
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Day 4 
 
Lesson Plan:  Is it Sexual Harassment?  (Scenarios and discussions align with HEB 331, HEB 135, HEB 332 and HEB 337 
 
Description:  Students learn to identify sexual harassment when it occurs. 
 
Materials:  Scenario Discussion Sheet ( see attached file), computer lab, printer, printer paper, Media Questions (see attached file)  
 
Procedures:   

1. Return student journals and review questions/answers.  Correct any misinformation. Ask students to see if they have any yellow dots 
in their journals and if so, would they raise their hands.  Allow students one at a time to read the statement/comment by the yellow 
dot. Briefly discuss this information making sure that students understand.  

2. Tell students that today they are going to learn to identify sexual harassment behaviors.  Divide the group into three smaller groups.  
(Do not let students form their own-groups should be mixed and balanced by gender.) Groups should choose a leader. 

3. Give each group a Scenario Discussion Sheet (file), which includes directions. Allow groups to work. 
4. Allow groups to report their answers, discussing them as they go. 
5. Go to computer lab (students should take their journals) and give students the Media Questions (See attached file). Allow students to 

look up an article and print it.  Students should then complete the remainder of the Media Questions assignment for homework.  
6. Students should use the last 10 minutes to write in their journals.   The Journal Questions for each day are in an attached file. Collect 

journals. 
Assessment for day 3:  Assess students’ verbal and non-verbal communication skills during the activity.  Note those who have difficulty and 
conference with them as necessary.  Assess student journals.  It will be necessary to read the Journal Question entries each afternoon to give 
feedback and correct any misinformation at the beginning of each day.  Suggested answers are included. A suggestion for color-coding (to 
make assessing quick and easy) is given in the Journal Questions file. Collect journals.   
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Day 5 
 
Lesson Plan:  What Are You Trying to Do?  (Activity aligns with HEB 331 and HEB 332) 
 
Materials:  Gizzydeech cards and Blind Spot paragraph (see attached file) 
 
Description:  This lesson addresses communication skills including active listening and nonverbal communication.  
 
Procedures: 
1. Return student journals and review questions/answers.  Correct any misinformation. Ask students to see if they have any yellow dots 

in their journals and if so, would they raise their hands.  Allow students one at a time to read the statement/comment by the yellow 
dot. Briefly discuss this information making sure that students understand.  

2. Collect the homework assignment (Media Questions).  
3. Ask:  How important is being a good listener? How important is it to be a good communicator?  Tell students that today’s activity 

will involve being a good listener as well as a good communicator. 
4. Play Gizzydeech (see file for directions.)  Conclude with comments/questions about the body language shown. 
5. Do the Blind Spot paragraph activity.   Conclude with questions/comments that help students to see that they can be very wrong 

about something even though they think they are absolutely right. Relate this to sexual harassment. 
6. Students should use the last 10 minutes to write in their journals.   The Journal Questions for each day are in an attached file. Collect 

journals. 
 
Assessment for day 4:  Assess students’ verbal and non-verbal communication skills during the activity.  Note those who have difficulty and 
conference with them as necessary.  Assess student journals.  It will be necessary to read the Journal Question entries each afternoon to give 
feedback and correct any misinformation at the beginning of each day.  Suggested answers are included. A suggestion for color-coding (to 
make assessing quick and easy) is given in the Journal Questions file. Collect journals.   
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Day 6 
 
Lesson Plan:  Hey! You’re in my Space!  (Activity aligns with HEB 331 and HEB 332) 
 
Description:  Students deal with respecting others’ personal space. 
 
Materials:  Party Cards (see attached file), Sheet of labels, radio, tape, or CD player, appropriate music 
 
Procedures:  

1. Return student journals and review questions/answers.  Correct any misinformation. Ask students to see if they have any yellow dots 
in their journals and if so, would they raise their hands.  Allow students one at a time to read the statement/comment by the yellow 
dot. Briefly discuss this information making sure that students understand. 

2. Review good verbal and non-verbal communication, including listening skills.  Tell students that today they will learn about respect.  
Discuss what students think respect means.  

3. Do the Party Activity.  Directions are in the file.  
4. Ask students how did people behave towards them.   Ask students how the communication was affected by your message. Ask 

students what personal space is and how does it feel to have it violated? Accept all answers and contributions.  
5. Students should use the last 10 minutes to write in their journals.   The Journal Questions for each day are in an attached file. Collect 

journals. 
 
Assessment for Day 5: Assess students’ verbal and non-verbal communication skills during the activity.  Note those who have difficulty 
and conference with them as necessary.  Assess student journals.  It will be necessary to read the Journal Question entries each afternoon 
to give feedback and correct any misinformation at the beginning of each day.  Suggested answers are included. A suggestion for color-
coding (to make assessing quick and easy) is given in the Journal Questions file. Collect journals.   
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Day 7 
 
Lesson Plan:  Helping Yourself and Others  (HEB 332, HEB 336 and HEB 135)  
 
Description:  This lesson shows students how to confront a perpetrator, report sexual harassment, and support others who experience sexual 
harassment. 
 
Materials:  Helping Yourself (see attached file), Summative Assessment (see attached  file), Student Media Questions from Day 3 
 
Procedures: 

1. Return student journals and review questions/answers.  Correct any misinformation. Ask students to see if they have any yellow dots 
in their journals and if so, would they raise their hands.  Allow students one at a time to read the statement/comment by the yellow 
dot. Briefly discuss this information making sure that students understand. 

2. Return the Media Questions from day 3 (This was a homework assignment.)  Allow two or three students to summarize their articles.  
Ask students how could this situation have been resolved?  What might the person have done to stop the sexual harassment?  Can you 
(the student) stop sexual harassment for yourself or a friend? 

3. Distribute the Options for Confronting Sexual Harassment page.  Discuss using notes in the file. 
4. Distribute the Helping a Friend Who Has Been Sexually Harassed page.  Discuss using notes in the file. 
5. Distribute the Memo and discuss using notes in the file.  
6. Ask students for any questions/comments/etc. 
7. Remind students that they will be given the summative assessment tomorrow. Tell them that they may use their journals, handouts, 

notes, etc. on the assessment.  
 
Assessment for day 6:  Assess students’ verbal and non-verbal communication skills during the activity.  Note those who have difficulty and 
conference with them as necessary.   
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DAY 8     Summative Assessment 
 
Materials:  Summative Assessment (see attached  file) 
 
Procedures:  See file for directions on administering and scoring.  Allow time, if possible, to review and discuss the answers that 
students give on the summative.  
 
 
 
 
 


